
Feature: 

1.Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China works in low noise, little pollution and small
cutting slot which ensures maximum use of stone and uniform thickness.

2.Stone Cutting Segment Wholesales is design makes fast diamond exposed and cutting
speed with high cutting efficiency. Besides, easing vibration and noisy reducing.

3.The diamond segment cutting supplier china adopts the design with slope, which does not
rub the saw blade matrix during cutting, with low resistance and fast cutting.

Product Description： 

The cutter head adopts the design with slope. The thickness of both sides of the cutter head
is different, which is 10mm and 11mm.

The thicker side is connected with the saw blade. The thickness of the cutter head is normally
greater than the thickness of the substrate, so as not to rub the saw blade substrate during
cutting, with small resistance and fast cutting.

Product Specification: 

The following are normal specifications stone block cutting diamond segment :

Product Name
Segment Size   

Application 
L W H 

Stone Block Cutting
Diamond Segment 30MM 10/11mm 30MM Granite, Sandstone, Various Hard Stone 

Other specifications may be available as per customer's demand.

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Granite-Slab-Edge-Cutting-Diamond-Segment-Cutting-Supplier-China.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/stone-cutting-segment-wholesales-Boreway-block-cutting-segment-for-granite-and-hard-stone.html


Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

Professional Diamond Segment for Cutting Stone Block Manufacturer







Application: 

Diamond saw blade segment for granite, sandstone, various hard stone.

Stone block cutting diamond segment for bridge cutting machine and single arm
machine.

Diamond segment cutting supplier china using in block cutting for 900-3500mm circular saw
blades for block cutting.



FAQ

1. Are you a trading company or a diamond tool manufacturer?

We are a diamond tool manufacturer, Nanan Boreway Co., Ltd. is a professional and
experienced diamond tool manufacturer in China.

We have a relative product price advantage, maintain controllable product quality, high



quality and stability of diamond raw materials.

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. Will the company reduce cost and quality for price?

To reduce other unnecessary costs

To find good agents for lower shipping fees

To find the right suppliers of product materials

It will never reduce the quality of the product. We can optimize the product process and take
some measures to protect the quality of the product.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


